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et al. in India [3] who found a 96% sensitivity for the

RDW >15% and a 69% sensitivity for the MCH <

25pg). VISWANATH et al, have reported 82% to

100% sensitivity for the RDW >15% [4]. These two

parameters that are present on a simple CBC, would

allow for the early discovery of iron deficiency. Therefore

KNIGHT et al, affirm that the correlation between RDW

>15% and MCH <25pg found again in their series,

would allow for their use to detect iron deficiency up to

90% [5]. Kim et al. have found a positive prediction

value of 98% for the association of CMV <70 fl and

RDW >15% with a specificity of CMV<70 fl up to

97.8% for children [6].

V- CONCLUSION

Although the ferritin test remains the method of reference

for evaluating the iron deficiency status of an individual,

it is not practical to generalize its use in poor African

countries, because of the high cost and technical

exigencies of its execution. In clinical practice, the

evaluation of iron deficiency without interaction from an

inflammatory pathology, prevents the occurrence of the

pernicious effects of iron deficiency, and guarantees an

overall and optimal coverage of this any deficiencies.

Our study has permitted us to address these two

concerns by reading a simple blood count 
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Laboratory elements for accurate detection of iron deficiency in resource-limited settings of Africa.


